**Synopsis**

***SPECIAL OFFER!!!*** LIMITED TIME OFFER 40% OFF (Regular Price $4.99) This #1 Best Selling Critically Acclaimed Book is now available Globally on - Download it Now! This book is the definitive resource on the Raspberry Pi. The Raspberry Pi has become the cornerstone of modern electronics projects. It is used by enthusiasts all over the world for hobbies and professionals for small scale proof of concepts and sometimes often makes it into production environments. This book will allow you to delve into the amazing world of the Raspberry Pi and everything that it has to offer. If you are someone with minimal technical understanding, this book is for you. We'll get you started quick. If you're someone who is a little more advanced, this book is also for you. We've got tones of resources in a quick concise and easy to read format to keep you learning for hours. In this book you will learn the following awesome information: The basic knowledge you need to get started in the Raspberry Pi Today! - It's more simple than you might think! How to get the perfect operating system up and running on your Raspberry Pi - Right from the professionals! The 100% best way to get started with basic programming languages! often the most overlooked part! An in depth tutorial on the different common uses for your Pi - and our personal recommendations! The definitive Guide to getting creative with your Raspberry Pi - our bonus! An eye opening fact filled set of Success Tips to make sure you are always on the right track with your Pi! Our innovative techniques for getting started with Gaming on the Raspberry Pi and much much more! **So what are you waiting for, get cracking today on building some awesome projects!***
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Customer Reviews

The Raspberry Pi definitely sounds like the next best thing in the world of technology! To me it is important to stay up to date with the newest and latest technology devices and how it works. Our world is evolving around it, by understanding and learn every day about the new and upcoming devices is important so that one does not stay behind.

I was listening to a great deal of stuff about this microcomputer named raspberry Pi from my associates and being dumbfounded about it, i chose to try this book out because of the staggering reaction that i was getting from everybody around me at work. The microcomputer been produced utilizing the most fundamental of components with a specific end goal to be sold at a moderate rate to individuals all over the place who have an assortment of distinctive needs. I am to a great degree satisfied with this book. It gives a parity of support summons and clarification of the GUI applications. It additionally gets you into programming Scratch and Python a tad, furthermore into the GPIO equipment interfacing a tad. I discover this an important expansion to my PC manuals. This is such an instructive book. The connections to the discussions are likewise exceptionally applicable.

I am not very a techy but I believe that it is important to keep ourselves updated about new programs, applications or anything about the technology today. I’ve read about Ruby, Scrum, etc. and now got a little knowledge about Raspberry Pi. I hope I will be able to master some of the new programs available to us today but I know I will not be able to get there if I will not start from the basics. This book covered the fundamentals and use of Raspberry Pi. I honestly was not able to understand some of the terms but the links provided by the author were very helpful. I just wished that there was some kind of glossary at the end of the book so I could have referred to it for some words/terms that were unusual to me. Overall, this book informed me well and I am looking forward to read more books about this subject. I would recommend this to students, teachers and
I wasn't sure if I would even be able to read this book since I'm verging on being illiterate in computers, but it was easy to read and dang it all I understood most of it. I found that Raspberry is the next big thing in technological advancements, championing the study of basic level computer science skills in schools. And it probably the best way to build your own computer, a truly affordable device coming in at about the size of a credit card and cheap. You connect your Raspberry PI to a TV monitor and you can use it for retro gaming, robotics, a tracking device for your vehicle, an MP3 player, a personal web server, an audiobook player and to make your own games and for Minecraft. There are Raspberry Meetups, blogs and tutorials with lots of links included in this book, so there is help out there ready to assist.

I'm not much of a techie but the book was easily understood and well explained. Raspberry Pi started out as a foundation and it grew from there. The book included what it's usually for, amazing projects you can use it for, and of course, the programming language you would need for it. There are tons of ways and possibilities you can tweak it to suit your needs or wants. Make a game, make a phone, a camera, or even a feed. Do remember to handle your Raspberry Pi with care though, as it with all small gadgets and equipment we have. More questions bugging you about it? There are a lot of blogs and web sources for you to check out; the author included them and there's also meetups for you.

Growing up in a school community that is always updated with the latest technological trends, I found it hard to keep up with my friends who are more technologically inclined. But graduating and entering a university, I thought that I had to know more. That's when my newfound fascination has surfaced. I self-studied programming languages like visual basic, and java. I learned about all the other practical uses of these. I developed a thirst for anything related to technology. I recently found out about this raspberry pi. I heard of it before as used in robotics competitions, but I never had the interest back then. This book provided me with the basic knowledge that I need to know--from the history of how the raspberry pi concept came to be to the difference between the models. Some of the best projects to start with are also given in this book. These projects are given with the links to the resources if you want to try it out. I would love to try out the game console project as I love to reminisce the days of console gaming. No codes are given here, so you have to learn them yourself.
If you’re a lover of programming, Raspberry Pi is for you. Suitable for all types of programming language from Python to HTML5, this device is one of the best inventions but it is not easy to understand on your own because it takes more to insert the SD card. This guide is perfect for the techno curious, explains step by step from simple programming to the most ambitious projects. Highly recommended

This is a great book to teach someone anything and everything there is to know about Raspberry Pi. I knew that this tiny computer was being used around the world in classrooms as a teaching aid, but I really had no idea of the versatility of the device. The book includes some DIY projects to try out with the device as well, from beginner to advanced. Really cool little book.
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